The ANSER Decoy Assembly Instructions
Headless Decoys
Step 1) Slide push nut

Step 2) Insert stake

into the slot on the T
handle with “fins” of nut
pointing away from
stake hole.

into hole in T handle,
place on firm surface
and tap with a rubber
mallet until seated.

Step 3) Insert stake
into top grommet hole
in decoy body bag
about 4 inches.

Step 4) Place back
support into body bag
with the curve facing
toward the belly of the
decoy, then insert the
stake into the large
elongated hole from the
right side of support.
Add rubber stopper.

Step 5) Place stake in
channel in back
support and twist
clockwise until it
clicks in place.
Thread stake though
bottom grommet
hole. See Caution
Statement on back of
instructions.

Step 6) Slide rubber
stopper up stake until
there is a finger’s
width of space
between the handle
and the body.

Feeder Decoys

Step1) Pull back on head retaining clip and slide head

Step 2) Release clip to hold

onto dovetail joint from the top.

head in place.

Feeder Decoys (continued)

Step 3) Place a strip of loop side

Step 4) Place a strip of hook side

Step 5) Press “hook and loop”

of “hook and loop” fastener
centered just behind the tubing in
the top panel of the collar.

of “hook and loop” fastener
around the rim of the base of the
top of the feeder head.

fastener together and continue
assembly as with headless decoy
instructions, beginning at Step 3.

Sentry Decoys
Step 1) Place head upside down on a piece of cardboard from the
shipping box. Put stake into hole at base of head and tap with a rubber
mallet. Note: After stake is advanced one and a half inches there will
be another hole inside for the stake to guide into. You may need to
wiggle the stake a bit to find the hole before tapping the rest of the
distance. When inserted fully, the stake should be into the head three
inches.

Step 2) Assemble the rest of the decoy starting with step 3 for headless
decoy assembly.
CAUTION: Be careful when putting any type of stress on the
body bags. The grommets are placed loosely through the
body and the inner hole can stretch resulting in loss of the
grommet. This is especially true when collapsing or engaging
the back support.

Tips on assembly
1) Place the rubber stoppers into a small amount of dishwashing detergent
and water to help them slide up the stakes more easily.
2) When tapping stakes into T handles and Sentry heads, listen for a change in pitch to let you know when the stake is seated
properly.
3) A small mark at 3 inches on the stake when seating Sentry heads is helpful to allow you to know when it is seated fully.

